A Schwartz space E is universal if every Schwartz space is topologically isomorphic to a linear subspace of some power E' of E. In this paper concrete examples of universal Schwartz spaces are exhibited. If £ is a locally convex space (all of our spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff), then t(E, E') denotes the Mackey topology on E with respect to the dual system (E, £').
If £ is a locally convex space (all of our spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff), then t(E, E') denotes the Mackey topology on E with respect to the dual system (E, £').
A seminorm q on a locally convex space E is precompact if there is a sequence X in c0 and an equicontinuous sequence {an} in the topological dual £' of £ such that, for each x in £, q(x) ^ sup |2"| \(x,an)\.
(For the basic properties of precompact seminorms we refer the reader to [6] .) A linear operator T:E-*F from one locally convex space into another is precompact [respectively, compact] if T transforms a neighborhood of 0 in £ into a precompact [respectively, relatively compact] subset of F. In [6, Corollary 2.10] we showed that a linear operator T: E-+F from one normed space into another is precompact if and only if there is a precompact seminorm q on E such that, for each x in E, ||7*11 ^(x). Terzioglu [8, (4) A protective limit proj lim//JV(£'v) of Banach spaces £v (for the definition of protective limit see [3, p. 155] ) is compact if for each p there is a v>p such that the linear operator/^: £"->•£'" is compact. If each EV=E, then we say that proj lim fßV(Ev) is a projective limit of is-spaces and write proj lim f^(E). In [7, Theorem 2.4] we showed that: If E denotes any one of the spaces c0, lx or C[0, 1] then a locally convex space Fis a Schwartz space if and only if F is topologically isomorphic to a linear subspace of a compact projective limit of E-spaces.
Proposition.
Let E be a locally convex space.
If if denotes the topology on E defined by the family of r(E, E')-precompact seminorms on E, then 6r° is the strongest Schwartz topology on E compatible with the dual system (E, E').
Proof. Clearly if is compatible with the dual system (E, E').
To show that E[£f} is a Schwartz space, it suffices (see [8, (4) , p. 237] or [6, 3.1, p. 95]) to show that if A is a sequence in c0 and {an} is a r(E, E')-equicontinuous sequence in £", then there is a sequence p in c0 and an -equicontinuous sequence {bn} in E' such that, for each x in E, (*) supiAjK^oi^supl^jK*,^)!.
If A is a sequence in c0 and {an} is a t(E, £")-equicontinuous sequence in E', then choose sequences p and t in c0 so that X"=pnTn for all n. Let bn=Tn<*n-Since (x,bn) ^ suplrj \(x,an}\ it follows that {bn} is an ^-equicontinuous sequence in E' that satisfies (*). Therefore, E[6r°] is a Schwartz space and it is easy to see that Sf is the strongest Schwartz topology on E compatible with the dual system (E, E'). Proof. Since the norm topology on E coincides with the r(E, £") topology on E, Proposition 1 implies that E[6f] is a Schwartz space.
Let F be a Schwartz space. By [7, Theorem 2.4], F is topologically isomorphic to a linear subspace of a compact projective limit proj \im fßV(E) of £-spaces (where p, v belong to a given directed set I). Let T denote the natural embedding of P=proj lim/"v(£) into E1 and let S denote the identity operator from E1 into E\SfxI. Since Sf is weaker than the norm topology on E, S is continuous. To complete the proof we show that ST is open.
Let p be an element of / and let U denote the set of all points x in P with ||jcj|^l. Choose v>p in I so that/,":£-*£ is compact. Let q be a precompact seminorm on £ such that ||/"v(x)||ii<7(;t) for all x in £. Let V denote the set of all x in E[S^]T such that q(xll).%l, then it is easy to see that VDST(P)<= ST(U).
Therefore, ST is open and £ is topologically isomorphic to a linear subspace of E\£f}1. If q is a precompact seminorm on c0, then (*)(*) there is a sequence X in c0 such that, for each p. in c0, q(p) ^ sup \Xn\ 1/1,1.
4. Remark. By using (*)(*) above we have been able to show that every precompact linear operator T: c0-*£ from c0 into a normed space £ has a representation of the form T(p) = J_ Xnpnyn where A is a sequence in c0 and {yn} is a (weakly) unconditionally summable sequence in £. Moreover, c0 is the only Banach space with basis that has this property. The details will appear elsewhere.
In view of the main result of [6] we pose the following question : If an =2^-space £ (see [4] and [5] for the definition and basic properties of SCX-spaces) is equipped with the topology Sf defined by the family of precompact seminorms on £, is E[6r°] a universal Schwartz space? It has been conjectured (see [5, Problem 3d, p. 346] ) that every infinite dimensional yw-space contains a subspace isomorphic to c0. A positive answer to this conjecture would imply a positive answer to our question.
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